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Architecture • Detroit

GUARDIANS OF
DETROIT

Architectural Sculpture in the
Motor City
Jeff Morrison
Building-by-building pictorial and historical
survey of the remarkable collection of
architectural sculpture found in Detroit.
Detroit is home to amazing architectural sculpture—a
host of gargoyles, grotesques, and other silent guardians that watch over the city from high above its streets
and sidewalks, often unnoticed or ignored by the people passing below. Jeff Morrison’s Guardians of Detroit:
Architectural Sculpture in the Motor City documents
these incredible features in a city that began as a small
frontier fort and quickly grew to become a major metropolis and industrial titan.
Detroit developed steadily following its founding in
1701. From 1850 to 1930 it experienced unprecedented population growth, increasing from 21,019 to over
1,500,000 people. A city of giants, Detroit became home to people of towering ambition and vision who
gained wealth and sought to leave their mark on the city they loved. This aspiration created a massive building
boom during a time when architectural styles favored detailed ornamentation, resulting in a collection of architectural sculpture unmatched by any other U.S. city. Guardians of Detroit is a first-of-its-kind project to explore,
document, and explain this singular collection on a building-by-building basis and to discover and share the
stories of these structures and the artists, artisans, and architects who created them. Using a 600-millimeter lens
and 23-megapixel camera, Morrison brings sculptural building details barely visible to the naked eye down
from the heights, making them available for up-close appreciation. The photos are arranged in a collage format
that emphasizes the variety of and relationships between each building’s sculptural ornamentation. Well-researched text complements the photography, delving into the lives of those who created these wonderful works
of architectural art.
Guardians of Detroit is an extended love letter to the historic architecture of a city that
would become the driving force of America’s industrial and economic power. Fans of
art, architecture, and hidden gems will love poring over these pages.
Jeff Morrison is a historian and photographer who has been taking pictures since his parents
gave him his first camera at age nine. He has a bachelor’s degree in history and art from
Eastern Michigan University and over thirty years’ experience as a graphic artist. Jeff lives in
Oxford, Michigan, with his lovely wife, Susie, and their wonder dog, Manfred.
March 2019, 8.5x11, 312 pages, 770 color photographs and 4 color maps
ISBN 978-0-8143-4570-2 $39.99t Hardback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4571-9 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available
A Painted Turtle Book

OF RELATED INTEREST

BUILDING THE MODERN WORLD
Albert Kahn in Detroit

Michael H. Hodges
2018, ISBN 978-0-8143-4035-6, $39.99 Hardback
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Jewish Studies • Michigan • Creative Nonfiction

WELCOME TO
REPLICA DODGE
A Memoir by Natalie Ruth Joynton
A story about place, interfaith, and what it means
to come home.
Not long after stumbling into Mason County, Natalie Ruth
Joynton finds herself the owner of four acres, a big red barn,
and a white farmhouse set among the picturesque rolling
hills of Northern Michigan. But there’s a catch. Right in her
front lawn stands a life-size tribute to the Old West—specifically, Dodge City, Kansas. Replica Dodge boasts a one-room
schoolhouse, a general store, a bank, a saloon, a bunkhouse,
a jail, and a church. Who built Replica Dodge and why? What
was this person hoping to do or attract? And what’s stranger: a
person who builds such a spectacle or the people who buy it?
Welcome to Replica Dodge follows Joynton, a newly converted Jew with strong city roots, as she begins a new life with
her fiancé in Michigan’s Bible Belt. The irony of the situation is
not lost on her. Jews are notorious city-dwellers. Even secular
Jews tend to stay within urban Jewish communities. And yet,
here she is: almost a hundred miles from the closest synagogue and marrying—despite the guidance of several rabbis—a partner outside the Jewish faith. Can that faith (and marriage) survive roadkill and rifle season
and Replica Dodge?
As Joynton toils to build her own version of home in the heartland, she begins to discover that rural America
is not one thing. It is many stories, and as varied as her experiences and hopes are, so too are those of her
neighbors. Welcome to Replica Dodge suggests that we move slowly through the new spaces in our lives—
removing tape and Bubble Wrap, working with your partner to find a place for that weird chair, and wiping
away the cobwebs to start fresh. Anybody who has ever felt like they didn’t belong will take comfort in this
enchanting memoir.
Natalie Ruth Joynton’s work has appeared in American Poetry Review, Michigan Quarterly, and
Poetry International. She is the recipient of the 2010 Scholl/Thompson Poetry Prize from the
Academy of American Poets as well as a Quintilian Excellence in Teaching Award from Purdue
University, where she earned her MFA in Creative Writing. Natalie lives, writes, and teaches in
rural Michigan.
March 2019, 5.5x8.5, 176 pages, 16 black-and-white illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4557-3 $18.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4558-0 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST
LOVE, SEX, AND 4-H
A Memoir by Anne-Marie Oomen
2015, ISBN 978-0-8143-4078-3, $18.99 Paperback
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Fiction

UNBLINKING
Stories by Lisa Lenzo
An unflinching look at race, class, life after death,
disability, and family.
Of Lisa Lenzo’s first collection, Charles Baxter wrote: "Lenzo’s
stories have a strong pulse of feeling and a sly intelligence, and
her angels, children, and lovers have an eerie radiance, a hardwon wisdom, that you can spot on any page of this book." In
Unblinking, Lenzo’s angels, lovers, and children are back—older,
sometimes wiser, and shedding new light.
All ten stories in Unblinking take place in or circle back to Detroit
and portray both the beauty and grit of the city and its inhabitants. In "Up in the Air," a blues musician cherishes his memory of falling from a tree — “the utter sweetness of falling, of
floating, almost still” — even though his downward plunge has
left him seriously disabled. The narrator of "In the White Man’s
House," recalls a high school basketball game, torn by racial division, and the distress of his teenaged friend who strove to be
"blacker." In "Losing It," a disgruntled angel tries to help a nurse
control his outbursts of comic and fruitless anger. And in "Marching," an old white man, who now has great difficulty walking,
remembers marching fifty miles with Martin Luther King Jr. Despite the hardships they experience, the characters
in the collection find pleasure and solace in what this lovely planet has to offer. By turns playful and grave, told
with humor and candor, these down-to-earth and heavenly stories will both surprise with fresh insight and remind
the reader of what they already know.
Unblinking is a short story collection for any lover of contemporary fiction looking for that strong pulse of feeling.
Lisa Lenzo is the author of Within the Lighted City, chosen by Ann Beattie for the 1997 John Simmons Short Fiction Award, and 2015 Michigan Notable Book Award winner Strange Love. Lenzo’s
other awards include a PEN Syndicated Fiction Award, a Hemingway Days Festival Award, and First
Prize for Fiction in the 2017 Literature and Medicine Writing Contest. Her stories and essays have
appeared in Arts & Letters, Michigan Quarterly Review, Sacred Ground: Stories about Home, Fresh
Water: Women Writing on the Great Lakes, and on NPR.
May 2019, 5.5x8.5, 176 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4671-6 $18.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4672-3 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST
STRANGE LOVE
Stories by Lisa Lenzo
2014, ISBN 978-0-8143-4017-2, $18.99 Paperback
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Creative Nonfiction • Michigan • Scotland

THE DESK ON THE SEA
A Memoir by Jonathan Johnson
Meditations on life and death from the shores of
Lake Superior to the North Sea.
The Desk on the Sea begins four years after American poet
Jonathan Johnson spread his mother’s ashes in her beloved
Lake Superior and moved with his wife and young daughter
into a seventeenth-century cottage on Scotland’s North Sea.
On an idyllic, desolate coast and in the wild Highlands, Johnson began his search for a way to live through ongoing grief
and to take in the wonder of each new day.
Through years of extraordinary suffering by way of multiple
ailments, Johnson’s mother, Sheila, endured an astounding
number of amputations—a toe, the end of a finger, a foot,
whole fingers, the other foot. What she lost in her physical
being, she gained in her kindness and generosity. By the time
she was told that the only way she could survive a little longer
was the amputation of both hands, she was capable of giving
those who loved her and herself a beautiful death instead.
Inspired by her example of grace and awareness, Johnson and
his family gave themselves one year on the coast of Scotland
to live by Shelia’s great, guiding principle: We don’t get the days back. They wandered trails along windswept
shores and past the stone ruins left by people who’d come and gone before. They played as characters from
Harry Potter on deserted beaches. From their cottage, they watched an island lighthouse, counting the seconds between flashes to know exactly when to say "goodnight" so the lighthouse would answer with a wink.
The Desk on the Sea is a chronicle of progress toward one man’s new life goal—to be a father, husband, and
poet worthy of his mother’s legacy. Sustained by an unwavering belief that words can make us fully occupy our
lives, and that imagination and empathy can transform suffering into what John Keats called "soul-making,"
Johnson offers readers a raw look at love and loss.
Jonathan Johnson’s previous works include the poetry books May Is an Island; Mastodon, 80% Complete; and In the Land We Imagined Ourselves; the memoir Hannah
and the Mountain; and the play Ode. His poems have been published widely in magazines, anthologized in Best American Poetry, and read on National Public Radio.
June 2019, 5.5x8.5, 176 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4665-5 $18.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4666-2 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST
GARDEN FOR THE BLIND
Stories by Kelly Fordon
2015, ISBN 978-0-8143-4104-9, $19.99 Paperback
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Poetry

NIGHT MANUAL
Poems by David Hornibrook
Reflections on grief, family, and faith set
against the seasonal changes and
landscapes of Michigan.
Night Manual is a survival guide for life—all the
messy, wonderful, grieving, and self-doubting
parts of life. David Hornibrook’s debut poetry collection is a book of hours that keeps time through
anguish and explores the ineffable borderland of
existence. These are poems that seek to get at
what cannot be described through a process of
negation—to delineate the shape of an absence
by writing the things around it.
Night Manual is divided into four sections loosely inspired by the four seasons. Each section
explores the theme of absence from a slightly
different proximity; as a whole, the book progresses from grief to gratitude. A major task of
Hornibrook’s is to communicate the gravity and
perplexity of loss while at the same time charting out a kind of liturgy of joy and wonder at the cycle of life
in an ever-changing world. With lines like "My eyes are pulled to the monitor / where a universe expands or
contracts, I can’t tell which" (from "The Ultrasound") to "Facebook keeps showing Miley with her mouth open
/ & I keep finding little things wrong with everything" (from "Self Portrait w/ Wrecking Ball"), Hornibrook has
created instructions for moving through a world suddenly disoriented by loss, a world with starlings, water birds
and aliens, robots and deer, Miley Cyrus and God, black holes, and the quiet morning strangeness of a house
when all the people you love are still asleep.
Fans of contemporary poetry who want to believe in something again—who need a small dose of absurdity
along with their suffering—this collection is for you.
David Hornibrook grew up in the suburbs of Detroit where he worked for many years as a
caregiver and non-profit administrator. His poems have won multiple awards, including a Pushcart Prize. Hornibrook holds an MFA from the Helen Zell Writer’s Program at the University of
Michigan.
May 2019, 6.5x7, 96 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4662-4 $16.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4663-1 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST
THE BIRD-WHILE
Poems by Keith Taylor
With illustrations by Tom Pohrt
2017, ISBN 978-0-8143-4240-4, $16.99 Paperback
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Poetry

SAINT PETER AND THE
GOLDFINCH
Poems by Jack Ridl
A collection of meditations and reflections on
being.
Jack Ridl returns with a collection of poems that mix deft artistic skill with intimate meditations on everyday life, whether
that be curiosity, loss, discovery, joy, or the passing of the seasons. An early reader of Saint Peter and the Goldfinch said it
best: "Ridl’s books are all treasures, as is he, and his poetry
has always been trout-quick, alternately funny and wondrous,
instantly intimate, and free of pretense. All these characteristics can be found in this book, and there is something else,
something extraordinary: at an age where most poets are content to roll out an imagined posterity, he’s decided to push
and refine the art, to see out the day and live it fully, because
art and life settle for no less."
The first section of Saint Peter and the Goldfinch reflects on
the author’s personal history, with poems like "Feeding the
Pup in the Early Morning" and "Some of What Was Left After
Therapy." The second section continues with meditations on varied events and persons and includes poems
such as "The Last Days of Sam Snead" and "Coffee Talks with Con Hilberry." The third attends primarily to the
mystery of love and what one loves and contains the poems "The Inevitable Sorrow of Potatoes" and "Suite
for the Long Married." The fourth and final section meditates primarily on the imagined in poems like "Over in
That Corner, the Puppets" and "Meditation on a Photograph of a Man Jumping a Puddle in the Rain."
Saint Peter and the Goldfinch is the work of a talented and seasoned poet, one whose work comes out of the
"plainspoken" tradition—the kind of poetry that, as Thomas Lynch puts it, "has to deliver the goods, has to
say something about life, something clear and discernible, or it has little to offer." Readers of poetry who enjoy
wrestling with life’s big questions will appreciate the space that Ridl allows for these ruminations.
Jack Ridl is author of the poetry collections Broken Symmetry (Wayne State University Press,
2006), Practicing to Walk Like a Heron (Wayne State University Press, 2013), and Losing Season, all of which have won national awards.
April 2019, 6x9, 112 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4645-7 $16.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4646-4 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST
FIELD RECORDINGS
Poems by Russell Brakefield
2018, ISBN 978-0-8143-4496-5, $15.99 Paperback
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Poetry

RAGGED ANTHEM
Poems by Chris Dombrowski
Searing new poems from a vital American voice.
Ragged Anthem displays the same inimitable voice and unflinching gaze on the world that made Chris Dombrowski a Poetry Foundation bestseller and silver medal winner of Foreword
Reviews’ Book of the Year Award in poetry. His work has been
celebrated by renowned writers such as Jim Harrison and Alicia
Ostriker, who have called his books (respectively) "extraordinarily powerful and graceful" and "one of the most beautiful
books of poetry I’ve read in years."
As in Dombrowski’s previous books, in Ragged Anthem the natural world is as alive and as fully realized as language allows. His
comfort with the naming of the world, combined with a life lived
intimately with the other species that populate the landscape
of home, suggest an authenticity that few can claim. Ragged
Anthem is a demonstration in continued poetic growth and expanded terrain. Written from the speaker’s midlife, the poems
delve into the transformation of family, childhood tragedies,
and politics. Dombrowski lifts the veil on the imbecilic bureaucracies—those on Capitol Hill and in the faculty meetings occurring in our own conference rooms—that often
help to whittle our fates. The book contains well-placed and evocative allusions to such figures as American
painter Mark Rothko and Saint Francis of Assisi, as well as the periodic highlighting of language from contemporary song lyrics. These "borrowings" set forth a conversation between the poet and other artists that evoke
the original source while transforming it into something new, proving that words, although artifice, live within
our bodies, changing our relationship to place.
Ragged Anthem makes a powerful and important contribution to contemporary poetry. Fans of Dombrowski’s
past works and newcomers alike will bask in the poet’s firm yet relaxed approach to the shaping of language.
Chris Dombrowski is the author of the memoir Body of Water: A Sage, a Seeker, and the
World's Most Alluring Fish and the poetry collections Earth Again (Wayne State University
Press, 2013) and By Cold Water (Wayne State University Press, 2009). His poems have appeared in numerous literary journals and anthologies, including Guernica, Gulf Coast, Poetry,
Poetry Northwest, The Southern Review, and others.
March 2019, 6x9, 80 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4653-2 $16.99t Paperback • ISBN 978-0-8143-4654-9 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST
ROWING INLAND
Poems by Jim Daniels
2017, ISBN 978-0-8143-4218-3, $16.99 Paperback
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Jewish Studies • Translation • Fiction
Television Studies • Media Studies

BIRTH OF THE BINGE

Serial TV and the End of Leisure
Dennis Broe
A deep-dive into the practice and execution of
contemporary television viewing.

pire Slayer, Firefly, and Dollhouse.

Birth of the Binge: Serial TV and the End of Leisure describes
and details serial television and "binge watching," the exceedingly popular form of contemporary television viewing
that has come to dominance over the past decade. Author
Dennis Broe looks at this practice of media consumption by
suggesting that the history of seriality itself is a continual battleground between a more unified version of truth-telling and
a more fractured form of diversion and addiction. Serial television is examined for the ways its elements (multiple characters, defined social location, and season and series arcs) are
used alternately to illustrate a totality or to fragment social
meaning. Broe follows his theoretical points with detailed illustrations and readings of several TV series in a variety of
genres, including the systemization of work in Big Bang Theory and Silicon Valley; the social imbrications of Justified; and
the contesting of masculinity in Joss Whedon’s Buffy the Vam-

In this monograph, Broe uses the work of Bernard Stiegler to relate the growth of digital media to a new phase
of capitalism called "hyperindustrialism," analyzing the show Lost as suggestive of the potential as well as the
poverty and limitations of digital life. The author questions whether, in terms of mode of delivery, commercial
studio structure, and narrative patterns, viewers are experiencing an entirely new moment or a (hyper)extension of the earlier network era. The Office, The Larry Sanders Show, and Orange Is the New Black are examined as examples of, respectively, network, cable, and online series with structure that is more consistent than
disruptive. Finally, Broe examines three miniseries by J. J. Abrams—Revolution, Believe, and 11.22.63—which
employ the techniques and devices of serial television to criticize a rightward, neo-conservative drift in the
American empire, noting that none of the series were able to endure in an increasingly conservative climate.
The book also functions as a reference work, featuring an appendix of "100 Seminal Serial Series" and a supplementary index that television fans and media students and scholars will utilize in and out of the classroom.
Dennis Broe has taught at the Sorbonne and is the author of Maverick (Wayne State University Press, 2015), Class,
Crime and International Film Noir, and Film Noir, American Workers, and Postwar Hollywood. His television series TV
on TV is broadcast from Paris on Art District TV.
March 2019, 6x9, 304 pages, 20 black-and-white images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4597-9 $82.99s Printed Paper Cased • ISBN 978-0-8143-4526-9 $34.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4527-6 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available
Contemporary Approaches to Film and Media Series

OF RELATED INTEREST
CHANNELING WONDER
Fairy Tales on Television

Edited by Pauline Greenhill and Jill Terry Rudy
2014, ISBN 978-0-8143-3922-0, $32.99 Paperback
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Fairy-Tale Studies • Popular Culture

CRAVING SUPERNATURAL
CREATURES
German Fairy-Tale Figures in
American Pop Culture

Claudia Schwabe
Analyzes the portrayal of German fairy-tale
figures in contemporary North American media
adaptations.
Craving Supernatural Creatures: German Fairy-Tale Figures in
American Pop Culture by Claudia Schwabe analyzes supernatural creatures in order to demonstrate how German fairy tales
treat difference, alterity, and Otherness with terror, distance,
and negativity, whereas contemporary North American popular culture adaptations navigate diversity by humanizing and
redeeming such figures. This trend of transformation reflects
a greater tolerance of other marginalized groups (in regard to
race, ethnicity, ability, age, gender, sexual orientation, social
class, religion, etc.) and acceptance of diversity in society today. The fairy-tale adaptations examined here are more than
just twists on old stories—they serve as the looking glasses
of significant cultural trends, customs, and social challenges. Whereas the fairy-tale adaptations that Claudia
Schwabe analyzes suggest that Otherness can and should be fully embraced, they also highlight the gap that
still exists between the representation and the reality of embracing diversity wholeheartedly in twenty-first-century America.
The book’s four chapters are structured around different supernatural creatures, beginning in chapter 1 with
Schwabe’s examination of the automaton, the golem, and the doppelganger, which emerged as popular figures
in Germany in the early nineteenth century, and how media, such as Edward Scissorhands and Sleepy Hollow,
dramatize, humanize, and infantilize these "uncanny" characters in multifaceted ways. Chapter 2 foregrounds
the popular figures of the evil queen and witch in contemporary retellings of the Grimms’ fairy tale "Snow
White." Chapter 3 deconstructs the concept of the monstrous Other in fairy tales by scrutinizing the figure of
the Big Bad Wolf in popular culture, including Once Upon A Time and the Fables comic book series. In chapter
4, Schwabe explores the fairy-tale dwarf, claiming that adaptations today emphasize the diversity of dwarfs’
personalities and celebrate the potency of their physicality.
Craving Supernatural Creatures is a unique contribution to the field of fairy-tale studies and is essential reading
for students, scholars, and pop-culture aficionados alike.
Claudia Schwabe is an associate professor of German at Utah State University. She is also the co-editor of New Approaches to Teaching Folk and Fairy Tales and editor of The Fairy Tale and Its Uses in Contemporary New Media and
Popular Culture.
June 2019, 6x9, 320 pages, 8 black-and-white images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4601-3 $84.99s Printed Paper Cased • ISBN 978-0-8143-4196-4 $32.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4197-1 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available
Series in Fairy-Tale Studies

OF RELATED INTEREST

CINDERELLA ACROSS CULTURES

New Directions and Interdisciplinary
Perspectives

Edited by Martine Hennard Dutheil de la Rochère, Gillian
Lathey, Monika Wozniak
2016, ISBN 978-0-8143-4155-1, $34.99 Paperback
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Fiction • Fairy-tale Studies

		

A TRUE BLUE IDEA
Marina Colasanti
Translated by Adria Frizzi
A modern classic comprising spare and surprising
tales by one of Latin America's premier storytellers.
Marina Colasanti is a Brazilian journalist, visual artist, and author of over sixty volumes of short stories, poetry, essays, and
children’s literature. Her books have been translated into several languages and recognized with numerous awards, including seven prestigious Jabuti Dourado prizes for best work of
fiction. Despite Colasanti’s literary stature, A True Blue Idea
is the first book-length translation of her writing into English.
Her work has been called "a study of the status of contemporary Brazilian women," and "feminist utopian fiction," as it
demonstrates a consistent concern with women and the social,
ethical, and moral justifications that have grounded their oppression for centuries. These recurring themes, together with
Colasanti’s keen sense of irony, interest in the unconscious,
and finely honed poetic language, come together to create a
unique blend of the poetic and the socially conscious.
A True Blue Idea is a collection of ten short and often dark
fairy tales, beautifully illustrated by the author with a technique known as nankim lavado, or ink gouache resist.
The tales revisit traditional fairy-tale characters and themes to challenge ideas, question the relationship between the individual and society, and re-create an alternate past and reality. The characters include a girl who
embroiders her own world, a king who has his first and only idea, and a princess whose only friend is her own
reflection. Adria Frizzi’s flawless translation of this modern classic from the original Portuguese adds an important voice to the Latin American women writers studied and read in English today.
A True Blue Idea is intended for everyone—from the general reader of any age to scholars and students of
fairy-tale studies, Latin American literature, and women’s studies.
Marina Colasanti is a writer, journalist, and visual artist. Born in Eritrea, she has lived in Libya, Italy, and Brazil, where
she moved in 1948. She is the author of over sixty books, which have been translated into French, German, Spanish,
and Catalan, and recognized with numerous awards.
Adria Frizzi is a scholar and translator of Italian and Latin American literature. Her translations include works by Marina
Colasanti, Osman Lins, Caio Fernando Abreu, Regina Rheda, Dacia Maraini, Elena Ferrante, and Rossana Campo. She
teaches Italian and translation studies at the University of Texas at Austin.
April 2019, 5.5x8.5, 64 pages, 30 black-and-white illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4639-6 $24.99s Printed Paper Cased
Series in Fairy-Tale Studies

OF RELATED INTEREST
FEATHERS, PAWS, FINS, AND CLAWS
Fairy-Tale Beasts

Edited by Jennifer Schacker and Christine A. Jones
Illustrated by Lina Kusaite
2015, ISBN 978-0-8143-4069-1, $24.99 Hardback
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Fairy-tale Studies • Literary Criticism and Theory

THE BROKEN SPELL

Indian Storytelling and the Romance
Genre in Persian and Urdu
Pasha M. Khan
Reconstructs Indian storytellers’ lives and
performance methods while recovering the
marginalized worldview that popularized their
art form.

The Broken Spell: Indian Storytelling and the Romance Genre
in Persian and Urdu is a monograph on the rise and fall in
popularity of "romances" (qissah)—tales of wonder and magic told by storytellers at princely courts and in public spaces in
India from the sixteenth century to the twentieth. Using literary
genre theory, author Pasha M. Khan points to the worldviews
underlying the popularity of Urdu and Persian romances, before pre-existing Islamicate rationalist traditions gained traction and Western colonialism came to prominence in India.
In the introduction, Khan explains that it was around the end
of the nineteenth century that these marvelous tales became
devalued by Orientalists and intellectually colonized Indian elites, while at the same time a new genre, the novel, gained legitimacy. Khan goes on to narrate the life histories of professional storytellers, many of them émigrés from Iran to Mughal-ruled India, and considers how they raised their own worth and that of the romance in
the face of changes in the economics, culture, and patronage of India. Khan shows the methods whereby such
storytellers performed and how they promoted themselves and their art. The dividing line between marvelous tales and history is examined, showing how and why the boundary was porous. The study historicizes the
Western understanding of the qissah as a local manifestation of a worldwide romance genre, showing that this
genre equation had profound ideological effects. The book’s appendix contains a translation of an important
text for understanding Iranian and Indian storytelling methods: the unpublished introductory portions to Fakhr
al-Zamani’s manual for storytellers.
The Broken Spell will appeal to scholars of folklore and fairy-tale studies, comparative literature, South Asian
studies, and any reader with an interest in India and Pakistan.
Pasha Mohamad Khan is the chair in Urdu language and culture and assistant professor at the Institute of Islamic
Studies at McGill University. He is a scholar of literature, and particularly of marvelous tales, in Urdu-Hindi and other
South Asian languages including Persian and Punjabi.
June 2019, 6x9, 320 pages, 4 black-and-white illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4598-6 $84.99s Printed Paper Cased • ISBN 978-0-8143-4599-3 $32.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4600-6 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available
Series in Fairy-Tale Studies

OF RELATED INTEREST
THE PLEASURES OF
METAMORPHOSIS

Japanese and English Fairy Tale
Transformations of "The Little Mermaid"

Lucy Fraser
2017, ISBN 978-0-8143-4244-2, $34.99 Paperback
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Education • Fairy-tale
UrbanStudies
Studies • Jewish Studies • Folklore • Israel and Middle East

TEACHING FAIRY TALES
Edited by Nancy L. Canepa
Pedagogical models and methodologies for
engaging with fairy tales in the classroom.
Teaching Fairy Tales edited by Nancy L. Canepa brings together scholars who have contributed to the field of fairy-tale
studies since its origins. This collection offers information on
materials, critical approaches and ideas, and pedagogical resources for the teaching of fairy tales in one comprehensive
source that will further help bring fairy-tale studies into the
academic mainstream.
The volume begins by posing some of the big questions that
stand at the forefront of fairy-tale studies: How should we define the fairy tale? What is the "classic" fairy tale? Does it
make sense to talk about a fairy-tale canon? The first chapter
includes close readings of tales and their variants, in order to
show how fairy tales aren’t simple, moralizing, and/or static
narratives. The second chapter focuses on essential moments
and documents in fairy-tale history, investigating how we
gain unique perspectives on cultural history through reading
fairy tales. Contributors to chapter 3 argue that encouraging students to approach fairy tales critically, either
through well-established lenses or newer ways of thinking, enables them to engage actively with material that
can otherwise seem over-familiar. Chapter 4 makes a case for using fairy tales to help students learn a foreign
language. Teaching Fairy Tales also includes authors’ experiences of successful hands-on classroom activities
with fairy tales, syllabi samples from a range of courses, and testimonies from storytellers that inspire students
to reflect on the construction and transmission of narrative by becoming tale-tellers themselves.
Teaching Fairy Tales crosses disciplinary, historical, and national boundaries to consider the fairy-tale corpus
integrally and from a variety of perspectives. Scholars from many different academic areas will use this volume
to explore and implement new aspects of the field of fairy-tale studies in their teaching and research.
Nancy Canepa is associate professor of Italian at Dartmouth College. Her publications include From Court to Forest:
Giambattista Basile and the Birth of the Literary Fairy Tale (Wayne State University Press, 1999), Out of the Woods:
The Origins of the Literary Fairy Tale in Italy and France (Wayne State University Press, 1997), and the translation of
Giambattista Basile’s The Tale of Tales (Wayne State University Press, 2007).
Contributors: Allison Stedman, Ann Schmiesing, Anne E. Duggan, Benjamin Balak, Charlotte Trinquet du Lys, Christine A.
Jones, Cristina Bacchilega, Cristina Mazzoni, Donald Haase, Elio Brancaforte, Faith E. Beasley, Gina Miele, Gioia Timpanelli,
Graham Anderson, Jack Zipes, Jennifer Schacker, Julie Koehler, Kay Stone, Lewis C. Seifert, Linda Kraus Worley, Maria Kaliambou, Maria Nikolajeva, Maria Tatar, Nancy L. Canepa, Suzanne Magnanini, Victoria Somoff, William Moebius

March 2019, 7x10, 512 pages, 14 color images; 1 black-and-white image
ISBN 978-0-8143-4569-6 $99.99s Printed Paper Cased • ISBN 978-0-8143-3935-0 $49.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-3936-7 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available
Series in Fairy-Tale Studies

OF RELATED INTEREST
MOTHER GOOSE REFIGURED
A Critical Translation of
Charles Perrault’s Fairy Tales
Christine A. Jones
2016, ISBN 978-0-8143-3892-6, $31.99 Paperback
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Education • Israel and Middle East • Jewish Studies

TEACHING THE
ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT
Edited by Rachel S. Harris
Pedagogical resource to help faculty prepare
courses on the Arab-Israeli conflict in
any discipline.
The Arab-Israeli conflict has become a touchstone of international politics and a flash point on college campuses. And
yet, how do faculty teach such a contentious topic in class?
Taught not only in international relations, peace and conflict
resolution, politics and history, and Israel and Middle Eastern
studies courses but also in literature, sociology, urban planning, law, cinema, fine art, and business—the subject guarantees wide interest among students. Faculty are challenged to
deal with the subject’s complexity and the sensitive dynamics
it creates. The result is anxiety as they approach the task and
a need for guidance. Teaching the Arab-Israeli Conflict edited by Rachel S. Harris is the first book designed to meet this
need.
Teaching the Arab-Israeli Conflict brings together thirty-nine essays from experienced educators who reflect
on the challenges of engaging students in college classrooms. Divided into seven sections, these personal
essays cover a broad range of institutional and geographical settings, as well as a wide number of academic
disciplines. Some of the topics include using graphic novels and memoirs to wrestle with the complexities of
Israel/Palestine, the perils of misreading in the creative writing classroom as border crossing, teaching competing narratives through film, using food to teach the Arab-Israeli conflict, and teaching the subject in the
community college classroom. Each essay includes suggestions for class activities, resources, and approaches
to effective teaching. Whether planning a new course or searching for new teaching ideas, this collection is an
indispensable compendium for anyone teaching the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Rachel S. Harris is associate professor of Israeli literature and culture at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
She is the author of An Ideological Death: Suicide in Israeli Literature and Warriors, Witches, Whores: Women in
Israeli Cinema (Wayne State University Press, 2017). She is co-editor of Narratives of Dissent: War in Contemporary
Israeli Arts and Culture (Wayne State University Press, 2011) and Casting a Giant Shadow: The Transnational Shaping
of Israeli Cinema.
Contributors: Menna Abukhadra, Ari Ariel, Beverly Bailis, Russell A. Berman, Jeff Bloodworth, Rachel Feldhay Brenner, Caitlin
Carenen, Randy Deshazo, Donna Robinson Divine, Alan Dowty, Janice W. Fernheimer, Terri Susan Fine, Olga Gershenson,
Shiri Goren, Liora Halperin, Rachel S. Harris, Peter C. Herman, Susan Jacobowitz, Mya Guarineri Jaradat, Ellen W. Kaplan,
Oren Kroll-Zeldin, P R Kumaraswamy, Holli Levitsky, Rolin MAinuddin, Adia Mendelson-Maoz, Philip Metres, Joel S. Migdal,
Husam Mohammed, Cary Nelson, Ranen Omer-Sherman, Ashley Passmore, Randall G. Rogan, Marty Shichtman, Mira Sucharov, Marcela Sulak, Marilyn R. Tayler, Umut Uzer, Amy Weiss, Shayna Weiss

May 2019, 7x10, 448 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4676-1 $84.99s Printed Paper Cased • ISBN 978-0-8143-4677-8 $39.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4678-5 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST
THE CASE AGAINST ACADEMIC
BOYCOTTS OF ISRAEL
Edited by Cary Nelson and Gabriel Noah Brahm
2014, ISBN 978-0-9903-3160-5, $34.99 Paperback
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Jewish Studies • Latin American Studies • Jewish Life and Tradition

KUGEL AND FRIJOLES

Latino Jews in the United States
Laura Limonic
Exploration of ethnic identity and community
building through stories of contemporary
Latino Jews.
Kugel and Frijoles: Latino Jews in the United States analyzes
the changing construction of race and ethnicity in the United
States through the lens of contemporary Jewish immigrants
from Latin America. Since Latino Jews are not easily classified
within the U.S. racial and ethnic schema, their ethnic identity and group affiliation challenge existing paradigms. Author
Laura Limonic offers a view into the lives of this designation of
Jewish immigrants, highlighting the ways in which they adopt
different identities (e.g., national, religious, or panethnic) in
response to different actors and situations.
Limonic begins by introducing the stories of Latino Jewish immigrants and laying out the important questions surrounding
ethnic identity: How do Latino Jews identify? Can they choose
their identity or is it assigned to them? How is ethnicity strategic or instrumental? These larger questions are placed within the existing scholarly literature on immigrant
integration, religion, and ethnic group construction. Limonic explains how groups can be constructed when
there is a lack of a perfect host group and details the ways different factors influence ethnic identity and shape
membership into ethnic groups. The book concludes that group construction is never static in the United
States, and, in particular, how race, religion, and class are increasingly important mediating factors in defining
ethnicity and ethnic identity.
As the Latino population continues to grow in the United States, so does the influence of millions of Latinos
on U.S. culture, politics, economy, and social structure. Kugel and Frijoles offers new insight with which to understand the diversity of Latinos, the incorporation of contemporary Jewish immigrants, and the effect of U.S.
ethno-racial structures for immigrant assimilation.
Laura Limonic is an assistant professor of sociology at the College of Old Westbury of the State University of New
York. Her research is in the area of contemporary immigration to the United States and the integration trajectories of
ethnic and ethno-religious groups.
March 2019, 6x9, 270 pages, 14 black-and-white images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4575-7 $82.99s Printed Paper Cased • ISBN 978-0-8143-4576-4 $34.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4577-1 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST
TRANSNATIONAL TRADITIONS

New Perspectives on American Jewish History
Edited by Ava F. Kahn and Adam D. Mendelsohn
2014, ISBN 978-0-8143-3861-2, $32.99 Paperback
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Jewish Studies • Women's Studies • Language and Literature • Gender

THE SUPERWOMAN AND
OTHER WRITINGS BY
MIRIAM MICHELSON
Edited with an Introduction by Lori Harrison-Kahan
Collection of articles and fiction by pioneering
journalist and turn-of-the-twentieth-century
feminist, Miriam Michelson.
The Superwoman and Other Writings by Miriam Michelson is
the first collection of newspaper articles and fiction written by
Miriam Michelson (1870–1942), best-selling novelist, revolutionary journalist, and early feminist activist. Editor Lori Harrison-Kahan introduces readers to a writer who broke gender
barriers in journalism, covering crime and politics for San Francisco’s top dailies throughout the 1890s, an era that consigned
most female reporters to writing about fashion and society
events. In the book’s foreword, Joan Michelson—Miriam Michelson’s great-great niece, herself a reporter and advocate
for women’s equality and advancement—explains that in these
trying political times, we need the reminder of how a "girl reporter" leveraged her fame and notoriety to keep
the suffrage movement on the front page of the news.
In her introduction, Harrison-Kahan draws on a variety of archival sources to tell the remarkable story of a brazen, single woman who grew up as the daughter of Jewish immigrants in a Nevada mining town during the
Gold Rush. The Superwoman and Other Writings by Miriam Michelson offers a cross-section of Michelson’s
eclectic career as a reporter by showcasing a variety of topics she covered, including the treatment of Native
Americans, profiles of suffrage leaders such as Susan B. Anthony and Charlotte Perkins Gilman, and police
corruption. The book also traces Michelson’s evolution from reporter to fiction writer, reprinting stories such
as "In the Bishop’s Carriage" (1904), a scandalous picaresque about a female pickpocket; excerpts from the
Saturday Evening Post series, "A Yellow Journalist"(1905), based on Michelson’s own experiences as a reporter
in the era of Hearst and Pulitzer; and the title novella, The Superwoman, a trailblazing work of feminist utopian
fiction that has been unavailable since its publication in The Smart Set in 1912. Readers will see how Michelson’s newspaper work fueled her imagination as a fiction writer and how she adapted narrative techniques from
fiction to create a body of journalism that informs, provokes, and entertains, even a century after it was written.
Lori Harrison-Kahan is associate professor of the practice of English at Boston College. She is also the author of The
White Negress: Literature, Minstrelsy, and the Black-Jewish Imaginary.
May 2019, 6x9, 360 pages, 4 black-and-white images
ISBN 9780814346082 $84.99s Printed Paper Cased • ISBN 978-0-8143-4357-9 $36.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4358-6 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST
DOCTOR LEVITIN
A Novel by David Shrayer-Petrov
Translated by Arna B. Bronstein, Aleksandra I. Fleszar,
and Maxim D. Shrayer
2018, ISBN 978-0-8143-4573-3, $26.99 Paperback
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Holocaust • Jewish Studies • Race and Ethnicity

HOLOCAUST
MEMORY AND RACISM
IN THE POSTWAR WORLD
Edited by Shirli Gilbert and Avril Alba
Traces the history of connections between
Holocaust memory and the discourse of
anti-racism.
Holocaust Memory and Racism in the Postwar World, edited
by Shirli Gilbert and Avril Alba, challenges the notion that
there is an unproblematic connection between Holocaust
memory and the discourse of anti-racism. Through diverse
case studies, this volume historicizes how the Holocaust has
shaped engagement with racism from the 1940s until the
present, demonstrating that contemporary assumptions are
neither obvious nor inevitable.
The first section of the book includes an essay on the impact
of Hitler, World War II, and the Holocaust on black civil rights
in Alabama. The second section contains an essay on the East
End of London in 1968. The third section seeks to historicize
the manifold ways the Holocaust has been conceptualized in literary settings. The final section brings the reader into the present with an essay on whether Holocaust and Naqba memory can be harnessed to aid mutual
recognition and reconciliation. Only by understanding this complex history can we understand how we have
reached the contemporary consensus, recognize its historical contingency, and begin to evaluate its moral
legitimacy and political and social effectiveness.
Holocaust Memory and Racism in the Postwar World is for students and scholars of Holocaust and genocide
studies or anyone interested in building on their knowledge of the Holocaust and the discourse of racism.
Shirli Gilbert is professor of modern history and director of the Parkes Institute for Jewish/non-Jewish Relations at the
University of Southampton. She is the author of Music in the Holocaust and From Things Lost: Forgotten Letters and
the Legacy of the Holocaust (Wayne State University Press, 2017).
Avril Alba is senior lecturer in Holocaust Studies and Jewish Civilization at the University of Sydney. She is the author
of The Holocaust Memorial Museum: Sacred Secular Space and the curator of several major exhibitions including The
Holocaust at the Sydney Jewish Museum in 2017.
Contributors: Amos Goldberg, Avril Alba, Bashir Bashir, Dan J. Puckett, David Slucki, Donna-Lee Frieze, Dorota Glawacka,
James Jordan, Marjorie N. Feld, Michael E. Staub, Michael Rothberg, Milton Shain, Nina Fischer, Sarah Phillips Casteel, Shirli
Gilbert, Steven Cooke, Suzanne D. Rutland, Tony Kushner

July 2019, 6x9, 432 pages, 10 black-and-white images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4596-2 $84.99s Printed Paper Cased • ISBN 978-0-8143-4269-5 $39.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4270-1 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST

RECONSTRUCTING THE
OLD COUNTRY
American Jewry in the
Post-Holocaust Decades

Edited by Eliyana R. Adler and Sheila E. Jelen
2017, ISBN 978-0-8143-4166-7, $34.99 Paperback
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Jewish Studies • Folklore • Anthropology

THE LEGEND OF SAFED
Life and Fantasy in the
City of Kabbalah
Eli Yassif
Translated by Haim Watzman
Jewish life through the legends created and
narrated in Safed in the sixteenth century.
In 1908, Solomon Schechter—discoverer of the Cairo Geniza and one of the founders of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America—published his groundbreaking essay on
the city of Safed (Tzfat) during the sixteenth century. In the
essay, Schechter pointed out the exceptional cultural achievements (religious law, moral teaching, hermeneutics, poetry,
geography) of this small city in the upper Galilee but did not
yet see the importance of including the foundation on which
all of these fields began—the legends that were developed,
told, and spread in Safed during this period. In The Legend
of Safed: Life and Fantasy in the City of Kabbalah, author Eli
Yassif utilizes "new historicism" methodology in order to use
the non-canonical materials—legends and myths, visions,
dreams, rumors, everyday dialogues—to present these legends in their historical and cultural context and use them to better understand the culture of Safed. This
approach considers the literary text not as a reflection of reality, but a part of reality itself—taking sides in the
debates and decisions of humans and serving as a major tool for understanding society and human mentality.
Divided into seven chapters, The Legend of Safed begins with an explanation of how the myth of Safed was
founded on the general belief that during this "golden age" (1570–1620), Safed was an idyllic location in which
complete peace and understanding existed between the diverse groups of people who migrated to the city.
Yassif goes on to analyze thematic characteristics of the legends, including spatial elements, the function of
dreams, mysticism, sexual sins, and omniscience. The book concludes with a discussion of the tension between
fantasy (Safed is a sacred city built on morality, religious thought, and well-being for all) and reality (every person is full of weaknesses and flaws) and how that is the basis for understanding the vitality of Safed myth and
its immense impact on the future of Jewish life and culture.
The Legend of Safed is intended for students, scholars, and general readers of medieval and early modern
Jewish studies, Hebrew literature, and folklore.
Eli Yassif is professor emeritus of Hebrew literature and Jewish folklore at Tel-Aviv University. He is the author of many
books and scholarly articles in the field of the Hebrew story in the Middle Ages and the history of Jewish folklore. His
book The Hebrew Folktale: History, Genre, Meaning won the National Jewish Book Award in 2000 and became the
standard textbook for the study of Jewish folk-narratives.
May 2019, 6x9, 302 pages, 10 color images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4110-0 $64.99s Printed Paper Cased • ISBN 978-0-8143-4684-6 $32.99s Paperback
ISBN 978-0-8143-4111-7 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available
Raphael Patai Series in Jewish Folklore and Anthropology

OF RELATED INTEREST
JEWISH MAGIC BEFORE
THE RISE OF KABBALAH
Yuval Harari
2017, ISBN 978-0-8143-3630-4,
$64.99 Printed Paper Cased
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Jewish Studies • History

THE JDC AT 100

A Century of Humanitarianism
Edited by Avinoam Patt, Atina Grossmann,
Linda G. Levi, and Maud S. Mandel
The history of the American Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee from its origins in 1914
through its first century.
The JDC at 100: A Century of Humanitarianism traces the history of the JDC—an organization founded to aid victims of
World War I that has played a significant role in preserving and
sustaining Jewish life across the globe. The thirteen essays in
this volume, edited by Avinoam Patt, Atina Grossmann, Linda
G. Levi, and Maud S. Mandel, reflect critically on the organization’s transformative impact on Jewish communities throughout the world, covering topics such as aid for refugees from
National Socialism in Cuba, Shanghai, Tehran, the Dominican
Republic, France, Belgium, and Australia; assistance to Holocaust survivors in Displaced Persons camps for rebuilding and
emigration; and assistance in Rome and Vienna to Soviet Jewish transmigrants in the 1970s. Despite the sustained transnational humanitarian work of this pioneering non-governmental
organization, scholars have published surprisingly little devoted to the history and remarkable accomplishments of the JDC, nor have they comprehensively explored the JDC’s role on the ground in many regions and
cultures. This volume seeks to address those gaps not only by assessing the widespread impact of the JDC but
also by showcasing the richness and depth of the JDC Archives as a resource for examining modern Jewish
history in global context.
The JDC at 100 is addressed to scholars and students of humanitarian aid, conflict, displacement, and immigration, primarily in Jewish, European, and American history. It will also appeal to readers with a more general
interest in Jewish studies and refugee studies, Holocaust museum professionals, and those engaged in Jewish
and other relief and resettlement programs.
Avinoam Patt is the Philip D. Feltman Professor of Modern Jewish History at the Maurice Greenberg Center for Judaic Studies
at the University of Hartford and co-editor of The New Diaspora: The Changing Landscape of American Jewish Fiction (Wayne
State University Press, 2015). Atina Grossmann is professor of history at Cooper Union in New York. She is co-editor of Shelter
from the Holocaust: Rethinking Jewish Survival in the Soviet Union (Wayne State University Press, 2017). Linda G. Levi is the
director of Global Archives at the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee and editor of I Live. Send Help: 100 Years of
Jewish History in Images from the JDC Archives. Maud S. Mandel is president of Williams College and professor of history in
the program in Judaic Studies and co-editor of Colonialism and the Jews.
Contributors: Elissa Bemporad, Kierra Crago-Schneider, Zahava Litvac Glaser, Jaclyn Granick, Atina Grossmann, Laura Hobson-Faure, Marion Kaplan, Mikhail Mitsel, Avinoam Patt, Suzanne D. Rutland, Anna Sommer Schneider, Veerle Vanden Daelen,
Inga Veksler, Rakefet Zalashik

May 2019, 6x9, 480 pages, 26 black-and-white images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4234-3 $54.99s Printed Paper Cased • ISBN 978-0-8143-4235-0 ebook
Worldwide Rights Available

OF RELATED INTEREST
JEWISH SOULS,
BUREAUCRATIC MINDS

Jewish Bureaucracy and Policymaking in
Late Imperial Russia, 1850-1917
Vassili Schedrin
2016, ISBN 978-0-8143-4042-4, $49.99 Hardback
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Broadside Lotus Press

BLUES LEGACY
Jacquese Armstrong
WINNER OF THE
2019 NAOMI LONG MADGETT POETRY AWARD
A collection of exquisitely crafted poems in which
the blues and other forms of African American
music serve as metaphors representing the spirit
of determination and perseverance that
characterizes African American culture.
Blues Legacy is a collection of poems inspired by and celebrating various genres of African American music. The poet’s voice is stark and clear; her lines are uncompromisingly
lean, but powerful enough to evoke the deepest, tenacious
strains of African American political resistance and endurance. As the poetry moves along in familiar, everyday images of African American life, the poet peels back the mundane, outer layers of this culture to put us in touch with the
tender, vulnerable, striving energy of a people. Blues legacy
refers, then, to a revered music heritage, yes, but also to a
way of life fashioned over centuries, characterized by the rhythms of perseverance, self-determination, and
afﬁrmation of beauty that has kept the people and their culture alive and evolving. While the poet honors this
ancestral past, she also points to the future, appealing to African American women to empower themselves, to
step conﬁdently into their roles as the community’s torchbearers.
Jacquese Armstrong lives in Edison, New Jersey. Her ﬁrst poetry chapbook, dance of the shadows, was released
in 2017. Her poems have appeared in the following publications: For Harriet, A Gathering of the Tribes, The Rising
Phoenix Review, Black Magnolias Literary Journal and Ourselves/Black. For promoting wellness and recovery
through the arts, Ms. Armstrong received the 2015 Ambassador Award of the New Jersey Governor’s Council on
Mental Health.
February 2019, 5.5x8.5, 76 pages
ISBN 978-0-9407-1327-7 $20.00T Paperback
Poetry • Music

OF RELATED INTEREST
BROAD SYMPATHIES IN A NARROW WORLD
The Legacy of W.E.B. Du Bois
Dr. Sandra Staton-Taiwo
2018, ISBN 978-0-9407-1326-0, $20.00 Paperback
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University of Alberta Press

APOSTROPHES VIII
Nothing Is But You and I
E. D. Blodgett
Majestic poems look up and out at a larger world; inviting,
contemplating, deliberating, reflecting.
Nothing But You and I, the breathtaking new volume in the Apostrophes
series, reveals poet E.D. Blodgett at his most accomplished. A masterful lyrical grace meets exquisite technique as Blodgett fathoms intimacy,
knowledge, and being. The poems allow us to listen to one side of an intimate conversation between I and Thou; yet despite this inward focus, the
speaker looks up and out at a larger world, inviting us into contemplations
of loss, time, memory, and the ineffable other. These majestic poems reward deep reading and deliberation. Reflecting the heights of one of the
most distinguished poetry careers in Canada, this volume is a must-have
for anyone who loves or studies Canadian literature or poetry.
E. D. Blodgett is Distinguished University Professor Emeritus of Comparative
Literature at the University of Alberta. His books have won the Governor General’s Award twice, for poetry and translation. Blodgett lives in South Surrey, British Columbia.
March 2019, 5.25x9, 80 pages • ISBN 978-1-7721-2451-4 $19.99t Paperback
Robert Kroetsch Series
Poetry • Canadian Studies
OF RELATED INTEREST: as if by E. D. Blodgett • ISBN 978-0-8886-4727-6

TO FLOAT, TO DROWN, TO
CLOSE UP, TO OPEN
E. Alex Pierce
Accomplished poet’s new collection of sensuous, intelligent
poems that contemplate art, memory, and personal longing.
The poems in E. Alex Pierce’s new collection invite readers to meditate
upon language embedded in landscape, and trace the formation of a
young artist who begins in music, arrives at theatre, and ends in poetry.
From striking individual poems to stunning stretched sonnets, the collection moves from the fragmented textures of childhood memory in an East
Coast village to the complex juxtaposition of art museums, performance,
opera, and string quartets. These fiercely poised poems are layered and
rich, with a sensuous attention to line and breath; a major new volume
from an accomplished poet.
E. Alex Pierce, author of Vox Humana, lives in Sable River, Nova Scotia. She
conducts manuscript review workshops throughout Canada, and is Senior
Editor at Boularderie Island Press. She is currently Writer-in-Residence for the Shelburne County Arts Council.
April 2019, 5.25x9, 80 pages • ISBN 978-1-7721-2453-8 $19.99t Paperback
Robert Kroetsch Series
Poetry
OF RELATED INTEREST: Rain Shadow by Nicholas Bradley • ISBN 978-1-7721-2370-8
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University of Alberta Press

THERE ARE NOT ENOUGH
SAD SONGS
Marita Dachsel
Delicate, authentic poems that oscillate between grief and
joy as they explore parenthood and loss.
A window into the complex and disordered lives of middle age, Marita
Dachsel’s third poetry collection draws from her own history and explores
parenthood, love, and the grief of losing those both close and distant.
In the tradition of Karen Solie and Suzanne Buffam—and a touch of the
Canadian Gothic—Dachsel unfolds her poetic skills in a variety of brief
and expansive forms. With a voice that is both authentic and controlled,
her poems offer a type of release despite their painful twists and topics.
Readers working through their own personal losses and daily stresses will
be grateful for and find a kinship in Dachsel’s grief-fuelled and vulnerable
poetics.
Marita Dachsel is the author of Glossolalia and All Things Said & Done. Her poetry has been shortlisted for the
Robert Kroetsch Award for Innovative Poetry and the ReLit Awards and has appeared in many literary journals and
anthologies, including Best Canadian Poetry in English, 2011. She lives in Victoria, British Columbia.
April 2019, 5.25x9, 80 pages • ISBN 978-1-7721-2452-1 $19.99t Paperback
Robert Kroetsch Series
Poetry • Canadian Studies
OF RELATED INTEREST: Songs for Dead Children by E. D. Blodgett • ISBN 978-1-7721-2369-2

MOST OF WHAT
FOLLOWS IS TRUE
Places Imagined and Real

Michael Crummey
Most of What Follows Is True is an examination of the complex relationship between fact and fiction, between the "real world" and the stories
we tell to explain the world to ourselves. Drawing on his own experience
appropriating historical characters to fictional ends, Michael Crummey
brings forward important questions about how writers use history and
real-life figures to animate fictional stories. Is there a limit to the liberties
a writer can take with the real world? Is there a point at which a fictionalization of history becomes a falsification of history? What responsibilities
do writers have to their readers, and to the historical and cultural materials they exploit as sources? Crummey offers thoughtful, witty views on
the deep and timely conversation around cultural appropriation. Co-published with Canadian Literature Centre/Centre de littérature canadienne
Michael Crummey is an internationally celebrated novelist and poet. His
novel, Galore, won the Canadian Authors Association’s Fiction Award and the Commonwealth Prize. He lives in St.
John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador.
March 2019, 5.25x9, 64 pages • ISBN 978-1-7721-2457-6 $11.99t Paperback
CLC Kreisel Lecture Series
Literary Criticism and Theory • Essays
OF RELATED INTEREST: Welcome to the Anthropocene by Alice Major • ISBN 978-1-7721-2368-5
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University of Alberta Press

THE MAN WHO
LIVED WITH A GIANT

Stories from Johnny Neyelle, Dene Elder
Alana Fletcher & Morris Neyelle, Editors

A vital book of cultural storytelling for Dene readers and
anyone invested in Indigenous knowledge-keeping.
The Man Who Lived with a Giant presents traditional and personal stories told by Johnny Neyelle, a respected Dene storyteller and Elder from
Déline, Northwest Territories. Johnny Neyelle used storytelling to teach
Dene youth and others to understand and celebrate Dene traditions and
identities. Johnny’s entertaining voice makes his stories accessible to
readers young and old, and his wisdom reinforces the right way to live:
in harmony with people and places. Storytelling forms the core of Dene
knowledge-keeping. A volume dedicated to making Dene culture strong,
The Man Who Lived with a Giant is a vital book for Dene readers, researchers working with Indigenous cultures
and oral histories, and scholars preserving Elders’ stories. Even more, it is a book for the Dene people of today
and tomorrow.
Alana Fletcher received the Governor General’s Academic Gold Medal for her doctoral work on the community of
Déline, which she completed at Queen’s University. Morris Neyelle is a residential school survivor and a sub-chief on
the Déline band council.
May 2019, 6x9, 152 pages • ISBN 978-1-7721-2408-8 $24.99t Paperback
Indigenous Studies • Canadian Studies
OF RELATED INTEREST: Wisdom in Nonsense by Heather O'Neill • ISBN 978-1-7721-2377-7

TINY LIGHTS FOR TRAVELLERS
Naomi K. Lewis
Vulnerable and funny, this memoir explores Jewish identity,
family, the Holocaust, and belonging.
When her marriage suddenly ends, and a diary documenting her beloved
grandfather’s escape from Nazi-occupied Netherlands in the summer of
1942 is discovered, Naomi K. Lewis decides to retrace his journey to learn
about her family history. Despite suffering from extreme disorientation and
a lifetime of anxiety, she travels alone for the first time. Moving from Amsterdam to Lyon—relying on the marvels of GPS—she discovers family secrets and her own narrative as a second-generation Jewish Canadian. With
vulnerability, humour, and wisdom, Lewis’s memoir asks tough questions
about her identity as a secular Jew, the accuracy of family stories, and the
impact of the Holocaust on subsequent generations. How do immigrants
weave their sense of identity into their chosen countries? Must we be able
to locate ourselves within family and cultural geography to belong?
Naomi K. Lewis writes, edits, and teaches creative writing in Calgary. She was an associate editor at Alberta Views
magazine and has served as Writer-in-Residence at the Calgary Public Library and the University of New Brunswick.
June 2019, 6x9, 280 pages, 1 map, 1 illustration • ISBN 978-1-7721-2448-4 $26.99t Paperback
Wayfarer Series
Jewish Studies • Canadian Studies • Biography
OF RELATED INTEREST: Little Yellow House by Carissa Halton • ISBN 978-1-7721-2375-3
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University of Alberta Press

WHAT YOU TAKE WITH YOU
Wildfire, Family and the Road Home
Therese Greenwood
Personal account of fleeing a Canadian wildfire that devastated a community and garnered international attention.
Four years after Therese Greenwood and her husband moved to Fort
McMurray, Alberta, their new community was devastated by one of the
worst wildfires in Canadian history. As the flames approached, they had
only minutes to pack, narrowly escaping a fire that would rage for weeks,
burning more than 85,000 hectares and forcing 80,000 people to flee.
This skilfully told first-person account is more than a disaster narrative:
Greenwood’s experience and skill as a journalist and a mystery writer engages and maintains suspense. Her portrayal of how people behave in
an emergency and how a community comes together is uplifting. Her
stories of what she saved from the fire will resonate with anyone who has
lived through a crisis, and, at the same time, help make sense of a life-changing event that garnered interest
throughout the world.
Therese Greenwood has worked as a writer, reporter, editor, broadcaster, and communications executive. Her short
fiction has appeared across North America. She lives in Fort McMurray, Alberta.
April 2019, 6x9, 216 pages • ISBN 978-1-7721-2449-1 $24.99t Paperback

Wayfarer Series

Memoir • Canadian Studies
OF RELATED INTEREST: Traditions, Traps and Trends Jarich Oosten & Barbara Helen Miller • ISBN 978-1-7721-2372-2

WISDOM ENGAGED

Traditional Knowledge for Northern
Community Well-being
Leslie Main Johnson, Editor
Collaboration between traditional knowledge and Western
bio-medicine aims to improve health care in Northern communities.
Wisdom Engaged demonstrates how traditional knowledge, Indigenous
approaches to healing, and the insights of Western bio-medicine can
complement each other when all voices are heard in a collaborative effort
to address changes to Indigenous communities’ well-being. In this collection, voices of Elders, healers, physicians, and scholars are gathered
in an attempt to find viable ways to move forward even while facing new
challenges. Bringing these varied voices together provide a critical conversation about the nature of medicine, a demonstration of ethical commitment; and an example of successful
community relationship building.
Leslie Main Johnson is Professor of Anthropology at Athabasca University. She is an ethnographer and ethnobiologist who has worked with Indigenous peoples in northwestern Canada since the 1980s.
May 2019, 6x9, 424 pages, 62 black-and-white photographs, 1 table, 7 diagrams, 5 maps
ISBN 978-1-7721-2410-1 $39.99s Paperback
History • Indigenous Studies • Health Care
OF RELATED INTEREST: The Dragon Run by Tony Robinson-Smith • ISBN 978-1-7721-2300-5
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University of Alberta Press

ART+MEDICINE
COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE

Transforming the Experience of
Head and Neck Cancer

Pamela Brett-MacLean & Lianne McTavish, Editors
A unique fusion of medicine and art exploring the
experience of head and neck cancer.
In its fusion of essays and artwork, Art+Medicine Collaborative Practice helps readers understand the lived realities of individuals with
head and neck cancer. Featuring compelling original art from Ingrid Bachmann, Sean Caulfield, Jude Griebel,
Jill Ho-You, Heather Huston, and Brad Necyk, this collaborative interdisciplinary exploration draws together the
voices of patients, health care practitioners, and researchers with artists’ empathic visualizations to offer a more
holistic—more human—understanding of cancer treatment and its aftermath. Art+Medicine Collaborative Practice is an important book for scholars, practitioners, and students in health professions and medical humanities,
as well as artists, arts-based researchers, and those interested in the areas of health and visual communication
and knowledge translation.
Pamela Brett-MacLean is Associate Professor in Psychiatry and Director of the Arts and Humanities in Health and
Medicine program in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry at the University of Alberta. Lianne McTavish is Professor in the Department of Art and Design at the University of Alberta.
July 2019, 9x9, 96 pages, 36 color photographs • ISBN 978-1-7721-2415-6 $39.99s Paperback
Art • Canadian Studies • Health Care
OF RELATED INTEREST: Idioms of Sámi Health and Healing by Barbara Hellen Miller et al • ISBN 978-1-7721-2088-2

IN THE NEWS, 3RD EDITION

The Practice of Media Relations in Canada
William Wray Carney
Third edition of the "go-to" textbook on media relations,
demonstrating a proactive and planned approach.

Now in its updated third edition, In the News is the "go-to" textbook on
media relations in Canadian colleges and universities, widely acclaimed
by media professionals and academics alike. William Carney provides an
introduction to media relations, grounded in both communications theory
and hands-on, day-to-day experience. He takes you behind the scenes,
giving advice on how to write a successful press release, approach reporters, or navigate a difficult interview. Whether you need media to promote
your issues to the nation or to reach small, targeted groups, this book is
your step-by-step guide. In the News is perfect for communications students; media relations practitioners in the private, public, and voluntary sectors; and anyone who wants to
break a story.
William Wray Carney has over thirty years’ experience in journalism, education, and public relations. He is co-editor
of Fundamentals of Public Relations and Marketing Communications in Canada (UAP), an introductory textbook for
communications and public relations students.
March 2019, 6x9, 320 pages • ISBN 978-1-7721-2411-8 $39.95s Paperback
Business History • Media Studies
OF RELATED INTEREST: In the News, 2nd edition by William Wray Carney • ISBN 978-0-8886-4495-4
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Dave Krieger

THINGS PEOPLE SAY
ABOUT DETROIT

A Collection of Quotes as Told to the
Nain Rouge
Dave Krieger
Detroit's fabled gnome, the Nain Rouge, shares his favorite
quotes about Detroit as told to him by celebrities and noted
historical figures.
For over 300 years the Nain Rouge has lived in Detroit. Considered by
many to be a malevolent folk character, for years tales have been spun
by those who sought to damage his good nature. Having been blamed
for anything detrimental that happened to Detroit throughout its history,
by those whose motives are nefarious at best, the Nain Rouge has only
started to reclaim his stature as a protagonist for Detroit. Over the centuries, he has collected quotes from
some of Detroit's finest and some not so fine.
This collection of quotes tells the story of Detroit through the voices of its own, reliving earlier times and commenting on the Detroit of today. Through the awareness of these opinions, and remarks, the story of Detroit,
its history, its ingenuity, and its contributions to the world are better understood and appreciated.
June 2018, 4x6, 264 pages • ISBN 978-0-9973-9166-4 $17.95t Paperback

THINGS I DO IN DETROIT
A Guidebook to the Coolest Places
by the Nain Rouge
Written and Photographed by Dave Krieger
Detroit's fabled gnome, the Nain Rouge, shares his
favorite locations in this visually rich guide book of
amazing things to see and do in Detroit.
Activities change dramatically over the centuries and every
generation brings a new excitement to Detroit. With the influx
of new energy, the time has come for the Nain Rouge to reclaim his standing as Detroit's honorary grand citizen, contributor, booster and as the oldest resident historian of the city. Never to have sought credit for his
contributions before, the Nain Rouge reveals himself to the public for the first time in this visually rich guide
book of amazing thinks to see and do in Detroit today.
February 2017, 11x9, 236 pages, 460 color images • ISBN 978-0-9973-9160-2 $39.99t Paperback
A Detroit native, Dave Krieger has been a photographer, director, and film producer in Paris, LA, NYC and Detroit
for over 30 years. His photography work is in the collection of the Detroit Institute of Arts. He has been recognised
for his work in the New York Times Magazine and Detour magazine among other publications and he created the
iconic styling of the web-based magazine, Model D. His photography credits include publications such as Rolling
Stone, Marie Claire, Mademoiselle, Harper's Bazaar, Hour Detroit and many others.
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Journals

FAIRY TALE REVIEW
Edited by Kate Bernheimer
Fairy Tale Review is an annual literary journal dedicated to publishing new
fairy-tale fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. The journal seeks to expand the
conversation about fairy tales among practitioners, scholars, and general
readers. Contents reflect a diverse spectrum of literary artists working with
fairy tales in many languages and styles.
ISSN: 1556-6153 • E-ISSN: 2327-6819
Published once per year.
Recent contributors include Francesca Lia Block, Jack Zipes, Karen Green, and
Matt Bell, with winners of the prose and poetry contest judged by Helen
Oyeyemi and Aimee Nezhukumatathil

STORYTELLING, SELF, SOCIETY
An Interdisciplinary Journal of
Storytelling Studies

Edited by Joseph Sobol and Jessica Senehi
Storytelling, Self, Society is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal that
publishes scholarship on a wide variety of topics related to oral narrative in
performance, as social or cultural discourse, and in a variety of professional
and disciplinary contexts.
ISSN: 1550-5340 • E-ISSN: 1932-0280
Published twice per year.
Recent special issues on Storytelling in Libraries and Storytelling in Higher Education. Recent contributors include Jack Zipes, Brian Sturm, and Sarah Beth
Nelson

MARVELS & TALES

Journal of Fairy-Tale Studies
Edited by Cristina Bacchilega and Anne E. Duggan
Marvels & Tales is a peer-reviewed journal that is international and multidisciplinary in orientation. The journal publishes scholarly work dealing with
the fairy tale in any of its diverse manifestations and contexts. Marvels &
Tales provides a central forum for fairy-tale studies by scholars of literature,
folklore, gender studies, children’s literature, social and cultural history, anthropology, film studies, ethnic studies, art and music history, and others.
ISSN: 1521-4281 • E-ISSN: 1536-1802
Published twice per year.
Recent Special Issue on the trickster across traditions. Recent contributors include Pauline Greenhill, Marina Warner, and Ulrich Marzolph
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NARRATIVE CULTURE
Edited by Ulrich Marzolph and Regina F. Bendix
Narrative Culture claims narration as a broad and pervasive human practice, warranting a holistic perspective to grasp its place comparatively across
time and space. Inviting contributions that document, discuss, and theorize
narrative culture, the journal seeks to offer a platform that integrates approaches spread across numerous disciplines. The field of narrative culture
thus outlined is defined by a large variety of forms of popular narratives,
including not only oral and written texts, but also narratives in images,
three-dimensional art, customs, rituals, drama, dance, music, and so forth.
ISSN: 2169-0235 • E-ISSN: 2169-0251
Published twice per year.
Recent Special Issue on Experiencing the More-Than-Human World. Recent
contributors include James Phelan, Kimberly J. Lau, Cristina Bacchilega, and
Donald Haase

ANTIPODES

A Global Journal of
Australian/New Zealand Literature

Edited by Belinda Wheeler
Antipodes is the official publication of the American Association of Australasian Literary Studies. The journal welcomes critical essays on any aspect of
Australian and New Zealand literature and culture, and comparative studies
are especially encouraged. Additionally, Antipodes publishes short fiction,
excerpts from novels, drama, and poetry written by Australian and New Zealand authors.
ISSN: 0893-5580 • E-ISSN: 2331-9089
Published twice per year.
Recent contributors include Judith Beveridge, Eileen Chong, U. S. Dhuga, Niki
Tulk, and John Kinsella

CRITICISM

A Quarterly for Literature and the Arts

Edited by Jaime Goodrich
Criticism provides a forum for current scholarship on literature, media, music, and visual culture. A place for rigorous theoretical and critical debate
as well as formal and methodological self-reflexivity and experimentation,
Criticism aims to present contemporary thought at its most vital.
ISSN: 0011-1589 • E-ISSN: 1536-0342
Published four times per year.
Recent contributors include Shanté Paradigm Smalls, Martha J. Cutter, Colin
Gardner, Bishupal Limbu, and Rochelle Gold
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Journals

DISCOURSE

Journal for Theoretical Studies
in Media and Culture
Edited by James Leo Cahill, Carl Good, and Timothy Holland
Discourse explores a variety of topics in contemporary cultural studies,
theories of media and literature, and the politics of sexuality, including
questions of language and psychoanalysis. The journal publishes valuable
and innovative essays on a wide range of cultural phenomena, promoting
theoretical approaches to literature, film, the visual arts, and related media.
ISSN: 1522-5321 • E-ISSN: 1536-1810
Published three times per year.
Recent Special Issue on The Logic of Separation with Guest Coeditor Edgar
Illas, and recent Dossier on Landscape and Horror. Recent contributors include
Eugenie Brinkema, Gerald Sim, and Michele Pierson

FRAMEWORK

The Journal of Cinema and Media
Edited by Drake Stutesman
Framework is an international, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to theoretical and historical work on the diverse and current trends in media and film
scholarship. The journal’s multicultural coverage, interdisciplinary focus,
and the high caliber of its writers contributes to important interconnections
between regional cinemas, practitioners, academics, critics, and students.
Framework is committed to publishing articles from interdisciplinary and
global perspectives.
ISSN: 0306-7661 • E-ISSN: 1559-7989
Published twice per year.
Recent dossiers on French Cinema at the Margins and The Fan as
Doppelgänger

JEWISH FILM & NEW MEDIA
An International Journal

Edited by Nathan Abrams and Nir Cohen
Jewish Film & New Media provides an outlet for research into any aspect
of Jewish film, television, and new media and is unique in its interdisciplinary nature, exploring the rich and diverse cultural heritage across the
globe. The journal is distinctive in bringing together a range of cinemas,
televisions, films, programs, and other digital material in one volume and
in its positioning of the discussions within a range of contexts—the cultural,
historical, textual, and many others.
ISSN: 2169-0324 • E-ISSN: 2169-0332
Published twice per year.
Recent contributors include Stephen J. Whitfield, Roberta Rosenberg, Raz
Yosef, Searle Kochberg, and Helene Meyers
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HUMAN BIOLOGY

The Official Publication of the American
Association of Anthropological Genetics
Edited by Ripan S. Malhi
Founded in 1929, Human Biology is an international, peer-reviewed journal
that focuses on research to increase understanding of human biological variation. Among the topics considered by the journal are anthropological, quantitative, evolutionary, and population genetics and genomics; ancient DNA
studies and paleogenomics; demography and genetic epidemiology; and ethical and social implications of human genetic and genomic research.
ISSN: 0018-7143 • E-ISSN: 1534-6617
Published four times per year.
Recent Special Issue on Evolution, Function, and Deconstructing Histories with guest
editor Omer Gokcumen

MERRILL-PALMER QUARTERLY

Journal of Developmental Psychology
Edited by Gary Ladd
This internationally acclaimed periodical features empirical and theoretical
papers on child development and family-child relationships. A high-quality
resource for researchers, writers, teachers, and practitioners, the journal contains up-to-date information on advances in developmental theories; research
on infants, children, adolescents, and families; summaries and integrations of
research; commentaries by experts; and reviews of important new books in
development.
ISSN: 0272-930X • E-ISSN: 1535-0266
Published four times per year.
Recent special issue on The Neurobiology of Peer Victimization with guest editor
Tracy Vaillancourt

How to access
For pricing and ordering information, please visit wsupress.wayne.edu/journals, or
contact Julie Warheit at julie.warheit@wayne.edu or 313-577-4603.
Wayne State University Press journals content is available in digital format to subscribers
of JSTOR and Project Muse.
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New & Recommended
THE BURDEN

African Americans and
the Enduring Impact of
Slavery

THE LAKE
MICHIGAN
MERMAID

A Tale in Poems

Edited by Rochelle Riley
Foreword by
Nikole Hannah-Jones

Linda Nemec Foster and
Anne-Marie Oomen
Illustrated by Meridith Ridl

2018, 5x8, 200 pages
2 black-and-white images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4514-6
$26.99 Hardback, ebook

2018, 7x8, 64 pages
30 color illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4220-6
$16.99 Hardback, ebook

THE FAYGO BOOK
Joe Grimm
2018, 8x10, 136 pages
86 color images
32 black-and-white images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4585-6
$24.99 Paperback, ebook

BUILDING
THE MODERN
WORLD

Albert Kahn in
Detroit
Michael H. Hodges

2018, 8x10, 240 pages
170 illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4035-6
$39.99 Hardback, ebook

ROSIE, A DETROIT
HERSTORY
Bailey Sisoy Isgro
Illustrated by Nicole Lapointe
2018, 8x10, 40 pages
31 color illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4544-3
$16.99 Printed Paper Cased,
ebook
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GREETINGS FROM
DETROIT

Historic Postcards from
the Motor City

Dan Austin
2017, 7x10, 136 pages
233 color images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4411-8
$24.99 Paperback, ebook

JOHN E. FETZER
AND THE QUEST
FOR THE NEW AGE

TO THE COPPER
COUNTRY

Mihaela's Journey

Brian C. Wilson

Barbara Carney-Coston

2018, 6x9, 344 pages
34 black-and-white images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4530-6
$34.99 Hardback, ebook

2017, 5.5x8.25, 144 pages
12 black-and-white images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4363-0
$14.99 Paperback, ebook
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Recent Award Winners
DETROIT 1967
Origins, Impacts,
Legacies
Edited by Joel Stone
• 2017 Foreword INDIES Book
Awards Winner of the bronze
medal in the History category

KNOW THE
MOTHER

Stories by Desiree Cooper
• 2017 Society of Midland
Authors Winner
• 2017 Michigan Notable
Book Award Winner

• 2017 Midwest Book Awards
Winner in the category of
History

• 2017 Next Generation
Indie Book Award Winner

2017, 7x10, 348 pages
151 illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4303-6
$39.99 Hardback, ebook

2016, 5.5x8.5, 112 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4149-0
$15.99 Paperback, ebook

ROWING INLAND
Poems by Jim Daniels

• 2018 Michigan Notable Book
Award Winner
• 2018 Paterson Poetry Prize
• 2017 Society of Midland
Authors Literary Competition
Honoree
2017, 5x8, 136 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4218-3
$16.99 Paperback, ebook

DESIGNING DETROIT

Wirt Rowland and the
Rise of Modern American
Architecture
Michael G. Smith
• 2017 State History Award
Winner
• 2017 Foreword INDIES Book
Awards Winner of the silver
medal in the Architecture
category

• 2017 Eric Hoffer Award
Honorable Mention

SAVING ARCADIA
A Story of
Conservation and
Community in the
Great Lakes
Heather Shumaker
• 2018 Next Generation Indie
Book Awards Winner in the
category of "Environment
2017, 6x9, 320 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4204-6
20 illustrations
$22.99 Paperback, ebook

BEYOND
BLAXPLOITATION
Edited by Novotny Lawrence
and Gerald R. Butters, Jr.
• 2017 AUPresses Book,
Jacket & Journal Show
Award Winner
2016, 6x9, 272 pages
31 illustrations
ISBN 978-0-8143-4076-9
$34.99 Paperback, ebook

2017, 8x10, 496 pages
374 images
ISBN 978-0-8143-3979-4
$44.99 Hardback, ebook

THE BIRD-WHILE
Poems by Keith Taylor

• 2018 da Vinci Eye from the Eric
Hoffer Awards Finalist

BREWED IN
MICHIGAN
William Rapai

• 2017 Foreword INDIES Book
Awards Winner of the bronze
medal in the Poetry category

• 2017 Midwest Book
Awards Finalist in the
Cookbooks/Crafts/Hobbies
category

2017, 6x9, 96 pages
ISBN 978-0-8143-4240-4
$16.99 Paperback, ebook

• 2017 Foreword INDIES
Book Awards Finalist in the
Adventure & Recreation
category
2017, 8x10, 232 pages
200 color images
ISBN 978-0-8143-4210-7
$34.99 Paperback, ebook
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INDEX

Sales Infor mation
GE NE RAL IN FORMATIO N
All prices are subject to change without notice. Information on forthcoming books is tentative. Direct orders from individuals
must be prepaid in U.S. funds or charged through MasterCard, VISA, or Discover. Please include shipping and handling
charges.
B OOK RETURN POLIC Y
Any returned item must be in undamaged, saleable condition without bookseller’s marks, labels or other attachments. Items
must be packaged to arrive undamaged to publisher’s warehouse.
Full credit will be offered for:
1. Undamaged, saleable in-print items if received by us within 180 days of original purchase invoice date.
2. Undamaged, saleable out of print items if received by us within 60 days of the out of print date as determined by publisher.
No credit will be issued if any of the following situations occur:
1. Damaged items are received.
2. Items returned outside of the allowed return widow as noted above.
A credit memo will be issued to your account. You may request a refund of an open credit balance if your account has been
inactive for at least one year. Refunds will be issued in the form of the original payment. To request a refund please call our
toll free number: (800) 978-7323, or send an email with your request to bookorders@wayne.edu.
R E VIEW COPIES
Review copies are provided to newspapers, radio, tv, and similar media organizations for the purpose of publishing or
broadcasting a book review.
Please send requests to:
Kristina Stonehill, Promotions Manager
Phone: 313-577-6127
Email: kristina.stonehill@wayne.edu
E XA MI NATION COPIES
Examination copies are provided to instructors in order for them to assess a text’s suitability for use by their students. To
receive a free examination copy, please supply the following information on department letterhead and include payment
of $5.50 per book to cover shipping and handling.
• Name of course (not course number)
• Frequency that course is taught
• When course will next be taught
• Estimated number of students
• Bookstore(s) that will order books for the course
• Office telephone number
• Format requested (paper)
Please send requests to:
Theresa Martinelli
Wayne State University Press
4809 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309
Phone: 313-577-6126
Fax: 313-577-6131
Email: theresa.martinelli@wayne.edu
Alternatively, contents, index, and extracts can be downloaded in PDF format for many of our recent titles.
S U B S I DIARY RIGHTS
For more information on subsidiary and international rights, please contact:
Ceylan Akturk, Rights and Permissions Manager
Phone: 313-577-6130
Email: ceylan.akturk@wayne.edu
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Sales Infor mation
BOOKSEL L ER S
Payment for Wayne State University Press books is due 30 days from the invoice date. You may contact the Marketing
Department for discount schedules, as well as for other information and assistance.
Please send inquiries to:
Emily Nowak, Sales and Marketing Director
Wayne State University Press
4809 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309
Phone: 313-577-6128
Fax: 313-577-6131
Email: enowak@wayne.edu

SALES REPRES EN TATI VES
Within the United States:
East Coast:
Causten Stehle, Manager
Parson Weems Publisher Services
310 N. Front Street, Ste.4-10
Wilmington, NC 28401
Phone: (914) 948-4259
Fax: (866) 861-0337

Email: office@parsonweems.com

NY Metro, NJ, ME, MA, RI, CT:
Christopher R. Kerr
Parson Weems Publisher Services
Phone: (914) 478-5751
Cell Phone: (914) 329-4961
Fax: (866) 861-0337
E-mail: chriskerr@parsonweems.com

DC, MD, PA, Western NY, DE:
Linda Cannon
Parson Weems Publisher Services
Phone: (724) 513-9426
Fax: (866) 583-2066

IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, MI, MN, NE, ND,
OH, SD, WI:
Miller Trade Book Marketing
1426 W. Carmen Avenue
Chicago, IL 60640
E-mail: lindacannon@parsonweems.com
Phone: (773) 275-8156
Fax: (312) 276-8109
South & Central NY, NJ, VT, NH, MA, CT: cell: (773) 307-3446
Eileen Bertelli
E-mail: orders@millertrade.com
Parson Weems Publisher Services
AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM,
Phone: (845) 545-1478
NV, OR, UT, WA, WY:
Cell Phone: (845) 492-7309
Bob Rosenberg
Fax: (866) 987-7233
E-mail: eileenbertelli@parsonweems.com
The Bob Rosenberg Group
2318 - 32nd Avenue
NYC Metro area, Long Island
San Francisco, CA 94116
Jason Kincade
Phone: (415) 564-1248
19 Bushwick Avenue, 3R
E-mail: bob@bobrosenberggroup.com
Brooklyn, NY 11211
Phone: (347) 244-2165
Fax: (866) 861-0337
Email: jasonkincade@parsonweems.com

Canada:
Scholarly Book Services
Attn: Laura Rust
289 Bridgeland Avenue, Unit 105
Toronto, Ontario M6A 1Z6, Canada
Phone: (800) 847-9736
Fax: (800) 220-9895

Web: www.sbookscan.com

Europe, U.K., Africa, and the Middle
East, including Israel:
Eurospan Group
Gray's Inn House
127 Clerkenwell Road
London EC1R 5DB, United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 1767 604972
Fax: +44 (0) 1767 601640
Email: eurospan@turpin-distribution.com
Web: eurospanbookstore.com/waynestate

International (Asia and the Pacific
Islands, including Australia and
New Zealand):
East-West Export Books
Attn: Royden Muranaka
University of Hawai`i Press
2840 Kolowalu Street
Honolulu, Hawai`i 96822
Phone: (808) 956-8830
Fax: (808) 988-6052

E-mail: royden@hawaii.edu
Web: uhpress.wordpress.com/eweb/

All other areas:
Wayne State University Press
Emily Nowak, Marketing and Sales Manager
4809 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309, USA
Phone: (800) 978-7323
Fax: (313) 577-6131
E-mail: enowak@wayne.edu
Web: wsupress.wayne.edu
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ORDERING INFORMATION
To order, call toll-free (800) 978-7323. Order by fax (313) 577-6131 or at our secure website wsupress.wayne.edu. Orders
from individuals must be accompanied by full payment or charged through VISA, MasterCard, or Discover.
Payment must include the following postage: $5.50 for the first book and $1.00 for each additional book. Foreign Orders:
Please include $16.00 for the first book and $8.00 for each additional book. Payment must be in U.S. dollars with a check
or money order drawn upon a U.S. bank.
Address all orders and inquiries to:
Wayne State University Press
Attn: Order Fulfillment Department
4809 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48201-1309
ORDER FORM
Check or money order enclosed		

VISA

MasterCard

Discover

Credit Card No.
Expiration Date			

Daytime phone

Signature 						 Security Code

Name
Address

City					

State

ZIP/Postal Code

Country
Bookstores and libraries: Purchase Order No.
Ship via
Title / Author

ISBN (978-0-8143-)

Qty.

Price Per Copy

Total Price

Subtotal
6% Sales Tax (Michigan residents only)
5% Canadian General Sales Tax
Shipping & Handling (see above for charges)
TOTAL
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